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 I serve as an economics professor at Sam Houston State University in Texas, where I 
received tenure ten years ago.  Since receiving my Ph.D. in economics in 1995, I have published 
over twenty research studies in well-regarded, refereed academic journals, several of which 
concern elections and voting.1  Some of this research, along with some ongoing research, explores 
the determination of candidate order on ballots and its effect on vote share. 

 The first such study, published in 2017 in the journal Public Choice, examines on the effect 
of ballot order on vote share in primary elections for statewide office in Texas.  Texas uses a 
county-level randomization system in primary elections; such randomization approximates the 
“gold standard” in research, as for example is used in clinical studies for the effectiveness of 
pharmaceutical drugs.  This study found relatively small effects on vote share in high profile 
elections for governor and lieutenant governor (an important office in Texas), such that first-listed 
candidates gained one or two percentage points in vote share over their last-listed counterparts.  
Effects for other executive positions (such as Land Commissioner or Comptroller) were around 
twice as large, and effects for judicial offices were twice as large still, approaching a gain of ten 
percentage points in vote share. 

 A second study on this topic is ongoing (with coauthors from Stanford University and the 
University of Wyoming), and explores the effect of ballot order on vote share in general elections 
for statewide office in Wyoming, where first ballot position in each county is allotted to the party 
with the most county-level votes in the previous cycle’s Congressional race.  This research finds 
no effect on vote share in the highest profile elections, for president and U.S. Senator, but an effect 
of two to three percentage points in vote share in all other races (such as U.S. House or Governor).   

 These findings are consistent with, if moderately stronger than, a reasonably large literature 
on ballot order effects in the U.S.2  This literature generally finds sizeable ballot order effects in 
primary and general elections; these effects are larger in primary elections and in downballot races.   
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 Additional research of mine focuses on the development of statistical techniques to detect 
ballot order “manipulation” in states, such as Florida, New Hampshire, or West Virginia, that 
require a local randomization system in primary or general elections.  Research published with 
coauthors from the University of Washington in the Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference 
in 2020 uncovered evidence of such manipulation in several races in Texas, which served to favor 
popular incumbents.  Ongoing research has uncovered evidence of similar (though not identical) 
manipulation in West Virginia.  Especially in downballot primary races, such manipulation has 
the potential to alter electoral outcomes, which can in turn generate litigation.  My techniques can 
be used in such litigation to determine whether such manipulation has indeed taken place. 

 In general, then, my research finds that ballot order, and the methods used to determine it, 
can have meaningful effects on the legitimacy of elections and their ultimate outcomes.  
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